In a theoretical analysis of the optical information that could enable perception of TTC, Tresilian (1991) distinguished three different ways in which the relevant optical variables could be defined. The first he labeled global tau because it refers to the global optical velocity field. Indeed, utilising a planar projection technique, Lee (1980) had argued that the first-order (1) time relation between a stationary element of the environment and the plane (through the point of observation) perpendicular to the direction of travel of a moving observer is specified by the inverse of the rate of dilation of the optical lateral distance x separating the element from the direction of motion (ie by the inverse of xax ). This particular first-order time relation was later coined`time to passage' (TTP) by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) . The second and third variables, labeled local tau of type 1 and type 2 respectively (Tresilian 1991) , both refer to the rate of dilation of the optic angle subtended by an element of the environment that specifies the first-order time relation between the element and the point of observation [coined time to contact' or TTC by Lee (1974) ]. Local tau of type 1 was defined as the (inverse of the) rate of dilation of the one-dimensional angle formed by two points on the element, whereas local tau of type 2 was defined as the (inverse of the) rate of dilation of the solid (two-dimensional) angle subtended. Note that these two local taus differ only in the case of a non-spherical rotating object. As there is almost no experimental evidence available that evaluates behaviour in this special context (but see Gray and Regan 2000a; Scott et al 1996) , we will for the present purposes concentrate on the case of spherical objects.
Using psychophysical forced-choice methodology, Todd (1981) experimentally addressed the sensitivity of human observers to local tau. When presented with a display showing two expanding images, simulating two approaching objects, observers were found to be able to identify the one that would arrive first at the point of observation with a success rate of over 80% for a TTC difference of only 100 ms.
Using the same type of methodology, Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) set out to examine observers' sensitivity to global tau. Based on Tresilian's (1991) argument that access to global tau requires that the direction of motion (and, hence, the focus of expansion) be identified, Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) demonstrated that for small angles y, formed by the angular bearing of an object with respect to the direction-of-motion vector (see figure 1), global tau is given by ya y. As the only relevant information is thus hypothesised to be located in the bearing angle y and its rate of change y, Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) removed all local expansion information by presenting simulations of observer movement through a cloud of extensionless dots (ie dots of constant image size). They reasoned that the global optic flow thus generated contained the information necessary with respect to the direction of heading (Warren et al 1988) , allowing global tau to be extracted, without contaminating the displays with local-tau information. The results obtained were interpreted as demonstrating that observers were sensitive to the information provided by global tau [``observers demonstrated accurate and robust use of global tau in both relative and absolute TTP judgment tasks'' Mowafy 1993, page 1038) ], although the accuracy was considerably less than that reported by Todd (1981) . Indeed, subjects did not perform above chance for a TTP difference of 250 ms and did not attain between 80% and 90% accuracy until TTP differences became as large as 1000 ms. Kaiser and Mowafy attributed this difference in sensitivity to the different functional roles of the two informational quantities, suggesting that local-tau information would be used for precise perceptuomotor skills, such as catching, and global-tau information would be used for more global navigation.
The conclusion of Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) that observers are sensitive to global tau was recently challenged by Kerzel et al (1999) , who demonstrated that the rate of change of angular bearing (ie y ) explained performance in the extensionless-dot-cloud situation better than global tau did. When the motion of the two target dots, between which observers were to choose, resulted from different lateral offsets from the directionof-motion vector, observers tended to choose the target dot with the highest rate of change of angular bearing and not the one with the smallest global-tau value.
Given that the rate of change of angular bearing [or, more generally speaking, image velocity, see Kerzel et al (1999) ] does not specify any particular property of the environment^actor system (EAS), as it depends on current distance in depth, current lateral distance, and current velocity [equation (A2) in the appendix], it is necessary to step back a little and reconsider where we stand. The starting point for the studies discussed was the suggestion that TTC, whether it be with the point of observation or with any other point or plane, was a property of the EAS useful for the regulation of action. With respect to TTP, the results of Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) suggest that perception of this property would be relatively inaccurate, while the results of Kerzel et al's (1999) study suggest that observers would use an ambiguous cue to assess it. In line with an ecological approach to perception and action (Gibson 1979; Michaels and Carello 1981) , we suggest that for the control of action biological systems do not rely on ambiguous cues, as this would continuously jeopardise performance. We therefore need to reconsider the assumptions underlying the global-tau hypothesis.
Let us assume that (first-order) TTP is a relevant property of the EAS that may need to be perceived in certain situations. Kaiser and Mowafy (1993; also see Tresilian 1991 also see Tresilian , 1995 considered the situation depicted in figure 1 and demonstrated that for small angles y the EAS-variable TTP is specified by the inverse of the rate of dilation of the angle y (ie by ya y which they refer to as global tau). When the observer arrives at the level of the target, TTP 0 s. Because at that point y is 908, ya y T 0, notwithstanding the fact that y is maximal. However, without assuming small angles y it can be demonstrated (see appendix) that TTP is fully specified by a combination of y and y, because TTP sin y cos y y . 
Optical specification of time to contact
Given that TTP is therefore unambiguously specified in the optic flow, one may wonder why observers would not be sensitive to it, as indicated by the results of Kerzel et al (1999) . (2) We suggest that the reason for this is to be found in the requirement that the object for which TTP is assessed be stationary. (3) It is clear that, on the basis of the optical variables considered (ie y and y ), an observer cannot know whether this is the case. Moreover, if TTP were indeed a property of the EAS useful for the regulation of action, there is no a priori reason to assume that it would only be useful relative to stationary environmental structures. Hence, because an observer cannot know a priori whether a visible element of the environment is stationary, a mechanism that extracts information according to the optical specification provided by equation (1) should not be expected to have evolved.
Rather, one would expect observers to be sensitive to a specification of the relevant EAS property that is valid under all ecologically relevant circumstances. Let us therefore consider the more general situation, depicted in figure 2, in which both the point of observation and the environmental element of interest may be moving. Relative motion between the object and the point of observation, whether it results from motion of the object, motion of the observer, or both, results in situations in which X T 0 and Y T 0. As demonstrated in the appendix, first-order time to contact (TC 1 ) of (2) Because in the ecological perspective specification implies unique one-to-one correspondence between a property of the informative flow field (the specificator) and a property of the EAS (the specificandum), specification cannot be approximate. Although the assumption of small angles allows for simplification and is a common practice in ecological optics, taking the simplified expression as the informational quantity that observers may detect constitutes a violation of the specificational logic. Thus, notwithstanding the fact that using the approximate expression of ya y as the specification of TTP may not be inappropriate under circumstances in which angle y is small, global tau should not be equated with this approximate expression. In the specificational logic global tau is equal to (sin y cos y)a y. The same holds, of course, for all other tau-like variables. (3) More precisely, equation (1) is correct for situations in which the object remains at a constant lateral distance from the direction-of-motion vector. This is the case for stationary objects, but also for objects moving parallel to the direction of motion. Because the latter exception does not change our line of argument, for reasons of convenience we will write about stationary objects only. the object with either axis is specified: (4) 
According to the notation proposed by Bootsma et al (1997) , we can thus write TC 1 (Y ) t(f, c) and TC 1 (X ) t(f, y), the two differing only with respect to the reference angle used. As the X^Y frame can be freely rotated around the point of observation, equations (2a) and (2b) demonstrate that information about TC 1 is available in the same form with every possible plane. For an object separated from a plane passing through the point of observation by current distance D, with a being the angle between this plane and the line from the point of observation to the object, the general expression is therefore
As already suggested by Bootsma and Oudejans (1993) , local tau is thus but a special case of the more general expression. During head-on approach a 0 and equation (3) reduces to local tau. Similarly, when the object remains at a constant distance (or very far) from the point of observation, f 0 and equation (3) reduces to a form of global tau. We suggest that, in both cases, the information detected is that described in equation (3). In our view, the right hand side represents a single, higher-order property that we propose to label composite tau. (5) Coming back to the studies of Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) and Kerzel et al (1999) , let us consider what all this implies. For the particular situation studied, in which all objects remained stationary, information concerning TTP TC 1 (Y ) is available in a combination of y and y, as demonstrated by equation (1). However, as subjects have no way of knowing that the objects are indeed stationary and, moreover, have available an informational variable that does not require such knowledge, they should be expected to use t(f, c). As the experimental protocol dictated that for each target f 0, their judgments should be expected to conform to t(c). Indeed, the errors reported by Kerzel et al (1999) in the situations of asymmetric offsets of the target dots from the direction-of-motion vector, which they attribute to a reliance on image velocity are just as well explained by this quantity (see figure 3 ). Given that y and c are complementary angles, y tan y À ca tan c. Image velocity y therefore covaries with t(c) for 08 5 y 5 458 (see table 1 ).
For targets with a small lateral offset from the direction-of-motion vector, ie for small y angles, image velocity y is small and t(c) is large. Of course, in such a situation, the relative contribution of the normally present local component of composite tau, ie t(f), is predominant in determining t(f, c). In the situations studied by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) and Kerzel et al (1999) , f 0 and t(f, c) reduces to t(c). Reliance on composite tau predicts that targets with small lateral offsets should be perceived (4) As we contend that first-order time-to-passage (TTP) is specified by the same invariant as firstorder time-to-contact (TTC), we use TC 1 to designate all first-order time relations. (5) Under the assumption of small angles f and a, the right hand side of equation (3) can be written as d( ln f)adt À d( ln a)adt d( ln faa)adt. The relevant information is thus to be found in the rate of change of the log of the ratio of f and a and does not necessarily require assessment of f, f, a, and a as suggested by Kerzel et al (1999) . A higher-order informational property is a property that is not a computational aggregate but a property that can be detected in and by itself (Runeson 1977) .
as having larger TTPs than targets with a larger lateral offset. The pattern of errors obtained by Kerzel et al (1999) in their experiment 1, which utilised relative judgments, agrees with this prediction as does the pattern of results obtained in their experiment 2 on absolute judgments, showing larger estimates of time remaining for smaller offsets. With respect to the latter experiment it should be noted that while t(c) allows assessment of absolute time, it is not at all clear how observers would have translated an image velocity value into a temporal estimate.
In the end, what we suggest is that the experimental manipulation of removing local expansion leads observers to make errors in their judgments of TTP because the informational variable (ie composite tau) that they base their judgments on has been (unintentionally) manipulated. We tested our hypothesis concerning observer's sensitivity to composite tau in a series of experiments in which we manipulated the local and global contributions, varying the optical and physical characteristics of observer and object motion. The experimental methodology chosen relies on relative TTP judgments. Notwithstanding the difficulties associated with the task of choosing between two stimuli (Wann 1996) , we believe it to be more appropriate for present purposes than absolute judgments or use of a movement task. The former have been used both by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) and by Kerzel et al (1999) to corroborate the respective positions The observer moves at a speed of 60 arbitrary units per second from an initial distance of 300 arbitrary units. (a) Even though time to passage is equal for both objects, image velocity is always larger for the object with the largest offset, which is the cue used by observers according to Kerzel et al (1999) . (b) We suggest that observers use the informational quantity t (f, c), reduced to t(c) by the use of extensionless dots. As this quantity is always smaller for the object with the largest offset, the same pattern of errors is predicted. Table 1 . Values of optical variables y, y, t(y), c, c, t(c), f, f, t(f), and t(f, c) for different lateral offsets X of a target object from the direction-of-motion vector (see figure 2 for definitions of angles y, c, and f). In line with the logic of equations (1) and (2), t(y) was defined as (sin y cos y)a y, t(c) as (À tan c)a c, and
. Distance in depth Y was set at 10 arbitrary units (au) and the speed of observer movement along the Y axis was set at 5 au per second, so that TC 1 (Y ) 2 s. Object diameter was set at 0.5 au. that either global tau or image velocity was used. Moreover, given the large systematic and variable errors associated with absolute TTC judgments (for a review, see Caird and Hancock 1994), we do not think this is a promising route to take. Finally, use of a movement task requiring precise timing implies hypothesis doubling, as hypotheses have to be formulated both on the nature of the information used and on the way in which this information is integrated into the movement (Bootsma et al 1997) .
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2 Experiment 1a: Points and objects in a cloud If observers are indeed sensitive to composite tau, discrimination performance should be enhanced when (normal) object expansion is added to the global optic flow utilised by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) and Kerzel et al (1999) . In this first experiment we sought to closely reproduce the experimental conditions of Kaiser and Mowafy (1993, their experiment 1) . Observers were shown a pattern of optical flow that corresponded to movement of the observer through a cloud of extensionless dots. Two targets appeared shortly after onset of the movement and observers had to choose which one they would pass first, ie it was a forced-choice task. The targets were placed at stationary positions within the simulated environment. They could either be extensionless dots of constant image size, as used by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) , or they could be spherical objects that would therefore change optical size during the movement. Use of composite tau leads to the prediction that performance will be enhanced in the presence of target objects, while use of either global tau or image velocity should not affect performance differentially for the two types of target.
2.1 Method 2.1.1 Subjects. Twelve subjects participated in the experiment, seven males and five females, ranging from 15 to 47 years old. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
2.1.2 Task and procedure. A Silicon Graphics Indy 4600 XZ workstation generated displays simulating observer movement through a star field. Images (1350 pixels by 1100 pixels resolution) were presented at a rate of 75 Hz by an Electrohome 7500 RGB projector on a rear-projection screen (2.90 m wide by 2.35 m high). During simulated observer movement (at a constant velocity of 1.524 m s À1 ) through the three-dimensional dot cloud (17.374 m long, 14.721 m wide, 14.721 m high) containing 600 randomly positioned single white pixel dots, two differently coloured targets (one green, the other red) appeared, one on either side of the observer's heading direction. Subjects were asked to judge which of the two targets they would pass first. Responses were made by pressing one of two handheld switches that were interfaced with the Silicon Graphics system. Subjects were seated 1.90 m from the middle of the projection screen on a standard laboratory chair. The distance from the floor to eye level was measured for each subject and incorporated into the Silicon Graphics program. This ensured that the targets would appear at eye height and that the direction of heading was directly in front of the subjects.
The targets could either be extensionless points (ie dots of constant image size) or spherical objects undergoing optical expansion during the trial. Targets were placed at stationary positions in the simulated environment, varying in lateral offset (from the direction of motion) and in depth. Differences in position in depth corresponded to the temporal separation between the two targets. Trials were fully crossed for left and right lateral offset (10, 30, or 50 cm), TTP difference (250, 500, 750, or 1000 ms), and side (right or left) of the target to be passed first. For the target-object conditions, the size of the two objects varied (2 or 6 cm diameter) in such a way that a small leading target was always associated with a large trailing target and vice versa. The number of trials therefore totaled 9646262 144 for the target-object conditions and 96462 72 for the target-point conditions.
Conditions with target points and target objects were run in separate blocks, with presentation order being counterbalanced over subjects. Within each block lateral offsets, TTP differences, side of target to be reached first, and (for the target-object conditions) leading target-object size were presented in random order. Before starting the main experiment, subjects were given 20 practice trials, randomly selected from the total trial pool, to allow familiarisation with the experimental protocol. Performance feedback was given at the end of each trial for both the practice and experimental conditions.
Total trial duration was 10 s. Subjects were instructed to look straight ahead so they would see both targets when they came into sight. Targets appeared 4 s after the initiation of simulated movement through the dot cloud and disappeared 4 s later when the farthest object was 2 s away from passing the subject. During these last 2 s subjects made their response, via the switches, about whether they would have passed the right or the left target first. Subjects were allowed a brief pause between the two blocks of trials.
Results and discussion
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the factors TTP difference (250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms) and target type (points and objects) revealed significant main effects of TTP difference (F 3 33 61X84, p 5 0X001, 48.0% of the total variance) and target type (F 1 11 20X68, p 5 0X001, 17.0% of the total variance), while the interaction was not significant (F 3 33 2X20, p 4 0X10, 1.1% of the total variance). As illustrated in figure 4a, the effect of TTP difference was due to a systematic rise in performance with increasing TTP differences. In line with our prediction, performance was consistently better when the targets were objects rather than points. Under the 250 ms TTP-difference conditions, performance with target points was at chance level (50.5% ; t 11 0X15, p 4 0X50), while for target objects it was already better than chance (63.9%; t 11 5X33, p 5 0X001). By comparing situations involving target points and target objects, we can evaluate where the observed differences came from. The results clearly contradict the use of global tau, as the global component was present both for target points and for target objects. The same is true for image velocity. Reliance on composite tau, on the other hand, leads to the prediction that observers will make more errors in the targetpoint conditions, particularly for small TTP differences in situations where the leading target has a smaller lateral offset than the trailing target. Figure 4b presents the results of an analysis in which trials were grouped into three categories according to the lateral offsets of the two targets: equal offsets, smaller offset for the leading target, and smaller offset for the trailing target. An ANOVA revealed a main effect for offset category (F 2 22 163X66, p 5 0X001), and interactions between offset category and target type (F 2 22 38X40, p 5 0X001), offset category and TTP difference (F 6 66 4X55, p 5 0X001), and offset category, TTP difference, and target type (F 6 66 2X44, p 5 0X05). A posteriori analysis of the overarching interaction revealed that, for the targetpoint conditions, trials with the leading target having the smaller lateral offset gave rise to the expected error pattern, with the considerable drop in performance being most pronounced for the smaller TTP differences. Importantly, for the target-object conditions this result was to a large extent attenuated, although an effect of offset category remained visible (figure 4b).
In order to further assess the contribution of the different optical variables available, we present in table 2 the percentage of trials in which the observers' choices corresponded to the target with the largest value of a particular variable on the last frame of presentation. For reasons of comparison the distribution of choices in the case of perfect performance is also indicated.
With respect to the condition using target points, the results indicate that observers tended to choose the target with the smallest angle c (ie with the largest bearing , , , , Table 2 . Mean percentages of trials under the different TTP-difference conditions for both target-points and target-objects in which observers chose (or should have chosen for the perfect performance section) the target with the largest (absolute) value of c, c, t(c), f, f, and t(f) on the last frame of presentation (see figure 2 for definitions of angles c and f). In line with the logic of equation (2), t(c) was defined as (À tan c)a c and t(f) as (sin f)a f, so that t(f, c) angle y, see figure 2), the object with the largest (absolute) angular velocity y À c, and the object with the smallest t(c). It is interesting to note that, in view of the distribution dictated by perfect performance, none of these variables is capable of explaining the large increase in performance between a TTP difference of 250 ms (50.5% correct) and a TTP difference of 1000 ms (80.1% correct), as the percentages observed were always relatively close to the percentage dictated by perfect performance. Nevertheless, the fact that observers systematically chose the target with the smallest t(c) value is consistent with our hypothesis. Since differences between the leading and the trailing targets in the values of the optical variables were small (ie difficult to detect) for the smaller TTP-difference conditions, it is not surprising that more errors are made under those conditions, without this necessarily leading to a change in the overall distribution.
When comparing target objects with target points a number of observations can be made. First of all, the percentage of trials in which the largest image velocity or the smallest t(c) was chosen diminished, as confirmed by the results of repeated-measures ANOVAs demonstrating significant main effects of target type [F 1 11 8X33, p 5 0X05 for image velocity and F 1 11 28X47, p 5 0X001 for t(c)]. This result suggests that neither of these two variables is systematically used under both conditions. While this militates against the use of image velocity, it is consistent with the use of composite tau, which reduces to t(c) only under the point-target conditions. Second, for the range of lateral offsets used (between 10 and 50 cm), it was in principle possible for observers to rely only on object-dilation information in the conditions with target objects, as the object with the smallest t(f) value was always the object to be passed first [ie the object with the smallest t(f, c)]. This was a direct result of our intention to reproduce the experimental conditions of Kaiser and Mowafy (1993, experiment 1) . Because our working hypothesis is that observers do not use one type of information in the target-point conditions and another type of information in the target-object conditions, we do not expect this to have had a major influence. Nevertheless, the issue will be directly addressed in experiment 2. Finally, table 2 reveals that observers tended to choose the object subtending the largest optical angle on the last frame of presentation. However, the influence of such a pictorial cue (DeLucia 1991) decreased as TTP differences increased, suggesting that observers might take it into account in situations in which the pertinent information (ie composite tau) does not allow a clear choice to be made. As such, the partial reliance on this type of cue might be an artifact of the experimental (forced-choice) paradigm used, since under such (perceptually under-specific) circumstances one would normally expect the observer to delay his or her response until sufficient information has been gathered.
Summarising the results obtained, performance was found to be enhanced by the presence of local expansion, as predicted from the composite-tau hypothesis. This improvement in performance is not compatible with reliance on global tau, as this quantity is a function of the pattern of change of angular bearing only [equation (1)]. Moreover, observers did not systematically choose the target with the largest image velocity, as proposed by Kerzel et al (1999) . They did, however, systematically choose the target with the smallest composite-tau value.
3 Experiment 1b: Objects by themselves As indicated by Tresilian (1991) and Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) , use of global tau requires that the direction of motion is accurately determined. The dot cloud through which observer movement was simulated by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) was precognised to serve this purpose. Removal of this cloud (leaving only the two targets to be seen) significantly deteriorates the observers' ability to extract information concerning the direction of motion (Warren et al 1988) . Kerzel et al (1999) suggested that performance should therefore be inhibited if observers were to rely on global tau for their judgments. , , Comparing conditions which had target points with and without a surrounding dot cloud, they found that performance was not affected by this manipulation, thus providing evidence against the use of global tau. Kerzel et al (1999) suggest that observers chose the target with the largest image velocity, but they did not evaluate the possibility of reliance on composite tau.
In partial replication of Kerzel et al's (1999) experiment 4, in experiment 1b we tested observers' sensitivity to composite tau by presenting them with target objects only (ie objects without a surrounding cloud). While reliance on global tau should lead to a decrease in performance, reliance on either composite tau or image velocity should not be expected to affect performance. Eight of the subjects that had participated in experiment 1a took part, to allow comparison between conditions with and without the dot cloud present. Four new subjects also participated.
3.1 Method 3.1.1 Subjects. Eight subjects from the first experiment and four new subjects participated in this experiment. Ages ranged from 23^51 years. All subjects had normal or correctedto-normal vision.
3.1.2 Task and apparatus. The task and apparatus used were identical to that of experiment 1a, except for the absence of the dot cloud.
3.1.3 Procedure. The lateral offsets (10, 30, or 50 cm), TTP differences (250, 500, 750, or 1000 ms) and object sizes (2 or 6 cm diameter) were the same as those used in the target-object conditions of experiment 1a. All conditions were crossed, yielding 144 trials in total. As this experiment was conducted several weeks after experiment 1a, all subjects were again given 20 randomly selected practice trials before beginning the experiment. Each trial lasted 10 s. The initial 4 s, that had shown movement through the star field in experiment 1a, was now represented by a blank screen. Observer movement was simulated for a constant velocity of 1.524 m s À1 , with the target objects appearing after 4 s had lapsed and remaining visible for the ensuing 4 s. The final two seconds provided the subjects with the opportunity to make a choice by pressing one of the two handheld switches.
There was no significant difference in performance between the group of eight subjects that had also participated in the previous experiment and the group of four new subjects. An ANOVA with group as a between-subjects factor and TTP difference as a within-subjects factor showed no effect of group (F 1 10 0X41, p 4 0X50, 0.2% of the total variance) nor an interaction between group and TTP difference (F 3 30 2X24, p 4 0X10, 2.9% of the total variance). The main effect of TTP difference was significant (F 3 30 47X22, p 5 0X001) explaining 61.1% of the total variance.
With only the eight subjects that participated in both experiments, an ANOVA with repeated measures on the factors TTP difference and cloud revealed a significant effect of TTP difference (F 3 21 40X71, p 5 0X001, 63.5% of the total variance) only. The presence or absence of the dot cloud did not affect performance (for the main effect, F 1 7 0X26, p 4 0X50, 0.2% of the total variance; for the interaction, F 3 21 0X44, p 4 0X50, 0.3% of the total variance), as illustrated in figure 5 .
Analysis of the percentage of trials on which the observers' choices corresponded to a particular characteristic of the chosen target (table 3) showed that observers tended to choose the target subtending the largest angle, the target with the highest image velocity, and the target with the smallest value of t(f, c). As in experiment 1a, the number of times that the target subtending the largest angle was chosen decreased as TTP difference increased, again suggesting that this type of cue is only used when discrimination of the basis of the pertinent information is difficult. The number of times that the target with the highest image velocity or the smallest value of composite tau was chosen, on the other hand, increased with increasing TTP differences. Direct comparisons revealed that the percentage of trials in which observers chose the one or the other was not significantly different for the 250 and 500 ms TTP differences (t 11 0X97, p 4 0X35, and t 11 1X32, p 4 0X21, respectively). For the 750 and 1000 ms TTP differences, however, observers chose the target with the smallest value of composite tau significantly more often than the target with the highest image velocity (t 11 5X35, p 5 0X001, and t 11 11X73, p 5 0X001, respectively). The lack of effect of the surrounding dot cloud corroborates the results obtained by Kerzel et al (1999) , demonstrating that direction-of-motion information is not necessary for judging time to passage. Because the direction of motion was always straight ahead of the observer, one could object that in the present experiment observers might still have been able to determine the bearing angle and, thus, use some form of global tau. Although it is difficult to imagine that this could have been achieved with the accuracy required, this point is directly taken up in experiment 2b where stationary observers are confronted with target objects moving at different velocities in different directions.
In a recent series of experiments concerning the effect of self-motion on the perception of TTC (ie first-order TTC during head-on approach), Gray and Regan (2000b) reported that time estimates were affected when the global flow field presented contained optical expansion of environmental structures situated close to the optically expanding target object. When the optical expansion of environmental structures was withdrawn the effect of the global flow pattern on TTC estimates was dramatically reduced, in line with the result obtained in the present experiment. We will come back to the implications of the first finding reported by Gray and Regan (2000b) further on. With the evidence running contrary to a reliance on global tau, we conclude that the results obtained are once again compatible with the use of composite tau that does not require detection of the direction of heading. Direct comparisons of observers' reliance on image velocity or composite tau furthermore demonstrated that the latter is the one preferred.
Experiment 2a: Competing global and local contributions
Composite tau depends both on global and on local factors. By creating situations in which reliance on one of these constituent factors would lead to erroneous choices, we can directly test observer sensitivity to this higher-order variable. As is evident from table 1, the range of lateral offsets used in experiment 1 (ie 10 to 50 cm) allowed observers to arrive at the correct response by relying on local expansion information only. In experiment 2a we therefore presented observers with situations in which they were to choose between a target object with a small lateral offset and a target object with a large lateral offset. When the target object with the small lateral offset is the first to arrive, observers should choose the target with the largest relative rate of local expansion (ie faf) and not the target with the largest (absolute) relative rate of global displacement (ie cac). When the target object with the large lateral offset is the first to arrive, observers should choose the target with the largest relative rate of global displacement and not the target with the largest relative rate of local expansion. Reliance on image velocity should lead to observers choosing the target with the largest lateral offset on all occasions. Use of composite tau would, of course, lead observers to choose the correct target in both conditions. 4.1 Method 4.1.1 Subjects. Twelve subjects, seven male and five female, participated. Two of the male subjects had participated in experiment 1b whereas the other ten were new subjects. Ages ranged from 22 to 40 years and all subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
4.1.2 Task and procedure. The task and apparatus were the same as those used in the previous experiments. The range of lateral offsets used was amplified, so as to create trials on which correct responses could not be made by relying on local expansion information only. Amplification of the lateral offset leads to larger lateral displacements. To ensure that targets remained visible on the screen until the last frame of presentation and to allow subjects to view both targets at the same time, the subject's viewing position was moved 70 cm to the left of the centre of the screen with both targets being positioned on the right hand side of the subject's simulated heading direction. Lateral offset for the left-most object was either 30 or 50 cm. Lateral offset for the right-most target was either 150 or 180 cm. These combinations of lateral offsets allowed the temporal information contained in t(f) and t(c) to provide erroneous information for TTP differences of 250 and 500 ms (see table 4) which were the only two TTP-difference conditions used in the present experiment. Target objects were either 4 or 6 cm in diameter, the former being preferred over the 2 cm object used in the previous experiments in order to enhance the possibility of detecting t(f). With the left-most and the right-most target each being reached first on half the trials, the design gave rise to a total of 4626262 32 trials.
Results and discussion
An ANOVA with repeated measures on the factor TTP difference revealed a significant effect (F 1 11 16X95, p 5 0X001, 25.1% of total variance). Performance was significantly better than chance under both the 250 and 500 ms TTP-difference conditions (66.7%, t 11 7X09, p 5 0X001 and 76.8%, t 11 9X20, p 5 0X001, respectively), consistent with the findings of experiments 1a and 1b. Because reliance on either one of the constituent factors of composite tau would have led to overall performance at chance level, this result already indicates that such was not the case. Reliance on local expansion information should have led to incorrect responses when the target with the largest lateral offset was to arrive first. The mean percentage of correct responses obtained under these conditions, 72.4% and 81.8% for the 250 and 500 ms TTP-difference conditions, clearly argue against such a position. Reliance on global displacement information should have led to incorrect responses when the target with the largest optical expansion was to arrive first. Once again, the mean percentage of correct responses obtained, 60.9% and 71.9% for the 250 and 500 ms TTP-difference conditions, did not support this hypothesis.
An ANOVA on the percent-correct responses with repeated measures on the factors TTP difference (250 and 500 ms) and offset of first target (small and large lateral offset) revealed, besides the already-described main effect of TTP difference, a tendency toward a main effect of offset of first target (F 1 11 4X13, p 0X067, 12.9% of total variance). The interaction remained far from significant (F 1 11 0X12, p 4 0X50, 0.1% of total variance). In spite of the fact that the main effect of offset of first target did not reach the 0.05 significance level, the relatively large percentage of the total variance explained suggests that the difference be considered (figure 6). Performance tended to be somewhat better when the target object with the largest relative rate of global displacement was the first to arrive (77.1%) than when the target with the largest relative rate of local expansion was the first to arrive (66.0%). A similar advantage of the global component was reported by Bootsma and Oudejans (1993, experiment 3) and DeLucia and Novak (1997). Bootsma and Oudejans suggested that this effect could be due to the simulations not conveying a good enough sensation of three-dimensional , , , Table 4 . Time remaining specified by t(f), t(c), and t(f, c) for different lateral offsets. The last target to arrive was 2 s away from the observer on the last frame of presentation so that a TTP difference of 250 ms corresponds to the first target being 1.75 s away and a TTP difference of 500 ms corresponds to the first target being 1.50 s away. When the target with the largest lateral offset (150 or 180 cm) was the first to arrive, t(f) of this target was larger than t(f) of the last target and reliance on t(f) would thus lead to incorrect responses under those conditions. When the target with the smallest lateral offset (30 or 50 cm) was the first to arrive, t(c) of this target was larger than t(c) of the last target and reliance on t(c) would thus lead to incorrect responses under those conditions. In line with the logic of equation (2), t(f) was defined as (sin f)a f and t(c) as (À tan c)a c, so that t(f, c) motion. In the present study, the fact that observers watched the scenes binocularly and without their head movements being constrained or taken into account could indeed have interfered with the perception of 3-D motion, although none of the participants mentioned this. It could also be the case that image velocity, although not the primary of source of information, constitutes a bias in the forced-choice paradigm, as an object with a high image velocity attracts the attention of the visual system. However this may be, the results clearly indicate that observers take both global and local factors into account, thus providing evidence in favour of their sensitivity to composite tau while at the same time dismissing reliance on either one of its constituent factors.
Experiment 2b: Moving objects
The major theoretical reason we put forth to suggest that observers would use composite tau rather than global tau was based on the fact that the latter is only valid for the special situation in which environmental objects do not move. Composite tau, on the other hand, applies to TTP judgments for an observer moving through a stationary environment, but also for an observer confronted with moving objects. In experiment 2b we therefore compared situations in which the optic-flow pattern could correspond to movement of the observer through a stationary environment (as in experiment 2a) with situations in which the optic-flow pattern does not allow such an interpretation. When observers are confronted with targets moving at different velocities in different directions, use of global tau makes no sense, as there is no direction of heading when the observer is not moving. Use of composite tau, on the other hand, allows observers to perceive the relevant temporal relations, leading to the prediction of similar performance, whether the observer is moving or not.
5.1 Method 5.1.1 Subjects. Eight subjects from experiment 2a and four new subjects participated. Ages ranged from 22 to 40 years and all subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
5.1.2 Task and procedure. The task and apparatus were the same as those used in the previous experiments. As in experiment 2a, the subject's viewing position was placed 70 cm to the left of the centre of the screen. Conditions were chosen such that on the last frame of presentation image size, rate of change of image size, and image velocity were invalid cues (all leading to performance at chance level). Target objects were either 3 or 8 cm in diameter, with the two targets always being of different size. Lateral offsets from the direction straight ahead of the subject was 50 cm for the left-most object and 120 cm for the right-most object. Targets could move at either 1.0 or 1.5 m s À1 in the frontal Y direction (see figure 2) . Moreover, the target first to arrive could move straight ahead ( X 0 ms À1 ) or inward ( X À0X1 ms À1 ) and the target last to arrive could move straight ahead ( X 0 m s À1 ) or outward ( X 0X1 ms À1 ). With a TTP difference of 500 ms, with the left-most and the right-most target each arriving first on half the trials, the design thus gave rise to a total of 64 trials. When both targets moved straight ahead at the same speed (ie 1.0 or 1.5 m s À1 ), the situation corresponded to that tested in experiment 2a, and was compatible with movement of the observer through a stationary environment. All the other conditions specified differential movement of the objects relative to the observer.
Results and discussion
For the eight subjects that had participated in both experiments 2a and 2b, overall performance in these two experiments was found to be similar under the common TTP-difference condition of 500 ms (F 1 14 0X25, p 4 0X50), with 74.6% and 77.0% correct responses obtained in experiments 2a and 2b, respectively. Note that in experiment 2b, reliance on image velocity would once again have led to performance at chance level, which was clearly not the case (t 7 10X35, p 5 0X001 for the eight subjects that had also participated in experiment 2a; t 3 7X02, p 5 0X01 for the four new subjects; t 11 11X78, p 5 0X001 overall).
In order to evaluate the influence of object-motion type, all trials of experiment 2b were categorised into one of two classes, according to whether objects moved at the same velocity or not. An ANOVA on the percent-correct responses with group as a betweensubjects factor and motion type as a within-subjects factor revealed a significant effect of motion type (F 1 10 7X86, p 5 0X05, 21.4% of the total variance), independent of group (for the main effect, F 1 10 0X40, p 4 0X50, 1.9% of the total variance; for the interaction, F 1 10 0X69, p 4 0X40, 1.9% of the total variance). On average, the conditions that could be assimilated with observer movement through a stationary environment yielded 84.4% correct responses, while the conditions that could not yielded 73.5% correct responses. Even though performance under the latter conditions was significantly better than chance (t 11 10X87, p 5 0X001), thus ruling out reliance on image velocity and optical size, this result is contrary to our initial hypothesis that predicted equal performance.
To evaluate where this difference came from, the class of conditions associated with object motion was subdivided into three, rendering the following four categories for comparing the two stimuli: (1) same Y and same X, (2) same Y and different X, (3) different Y and same X, and (4) different Y and different X. An ANOVA on percentcorrect responses revealed a significant effect of category (F 3 33 7X28, p 5 0X001). A posteriori analysis demonstrated that performance with respect to stimuli of category 1 (84.4%) did not differ significantly from performance with respect to stimuli of category 3 (83.3%). Both, however, differed from performance with respect to stimuli of categories 2 and 4 (74.7% and 69.1%, respectively). Thus, it seems that observers had more difficulty judging TTPs when confronted with target objects moving at different lateral velocities, while differences in velocity in depth did not affect performance.
The flow pattern resulting from objects moving at different velocities in depth along parallel trajectories is different from the flow pattern resulting from movement of an observer through a stationary environment. The former does not specify , , , , , a direction-of-heading vector that can be used to assess the angular bearing (ie y ) of an object, rendering reliance on global tau impossible. However, the flow pattern resulting from objects moving at different velocities in depth along parallel trajectories does carry a spatial orientation (because all velocity vectors are parallel) that is not to be found in the flow pattern resulting from objects moving along non-parallel trajectories. We suggest that the presence of a spatially oriented flow field facilitates the perceptual definition of the plane with which judgments are to be made. Motion-type categories 1 and 3 benefited from such a facilitating effect, while motion-type categories 2 and 4 did not, consistent with the finding that performance was better for the former motion-type categories than for the latter. The finding that performance was significantly better than chance for all motion-type categories rules out reliance on image velocity and optical size, as the use of either of these variables should have led to performance at chance level. Although modulated by the presence or absence of the facilitating effect of a spatially oriented flow field, the results obtained are once again consistent with the hypothesis that observers rely on composite tau in making their judgments.
6 General discussion First-order time remaining until a moving observer will pass an object located at a stationary position in the environment is specified in at least two ways. The first, global tau [see equation (1)], is based on the relative rate of change of the bearing angle y (see figure 1) . The second, composite tau [see equation (2)], is based on the combination of the relative rates of change of the optic angles f and c (see figure 2) . Because the specification provided by global tau is only valid for stationary objects (or for objects moving parallel to the observer's direction of motion), we hypothesised that observers would not be sensitive to this optical quantity. Rather, we expected observers to be sensitive to composite tau, which is valid under conditions of movement of the observer, the object, or both.
Evidence in favour of our hypothesis was found in all four experiments reported. In experiment 1a discrimination performance improved significantly when observers were confronted with a flow field that allowed extraction of composite tau compared with a situation that allowed extraction of global tau only. Removal of the surrounding dot cloud in experiment 1b, rendering the detection of the direction of motion more difficult (Warren et al 1988) , was not found to affect performance. While this result was predicted from the use of composite tau, it is in clear contradiction to the use of global tau. Experiment 2a demonstrated that observers did not base their judgments on one of the constituent components of composite tau [ie on t(f) or t(c)], but rather based their judgments on composite tau itself. Finally, performance was as good when observers were confronted in experiment 2b with targets moving at different velocities in depth as it was for observer movement relative to a stationary environment. Discrimination performance remained well above chance, even when the judgments were to be made for objects moving at different velocities in depth in different directions. As reliance on composite tau also provides a coherent framework for understanding results previously reported in the literature (Bootsma and Oudejans 1993; Kaiser and Mowafy 1993; Kerzel et al 1999; Todd 1981) , we conclude that observers are indeed sensitive to the information contained in composite tau.
We would also like to stress the importance of the fact that manipulation of the pertinent informational quantityöobtained by removing local expansion information from the displays as done by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) , Kerzel et al (1999) , and in experiment 1a of the present studyögave rise to a pattern of judgment errors compatible with the use of composite tau. This result reinforces our position with respect to the unity of this higher-order invariant.
If, as we contend, the information used in perceiving TTC is the same as the information used in perceiving TTP, performance should, in principle, be comparable on both tasks. Yet, Todd (1981) reported performance levels above 90% correct for TTC differences as small as 150 ms, while such levels are not attained until TTP differences extend beyond 500 ms in the present experiments. Rather than attributing these performance differences to the requirements of the functions subserved [eg TTC for precise perceptuomotor skills and TTP for global navigation (Kaiser and Mowafy 1993) ], we suggest that they result from methodological discrepancies. In our experiments, large time gaps still existed for both targets when displays terminated. In the 500 ms TTP-difference conditions, for instance, the object closest in time to the observer was still 1500 ms from being reached. In contrast, in Todd's (1981) case observers could see the two objects moving right up to the moment that the first arrived. (6) The only constraint imposed was the requirement to respond before the displays terminated (ie before the first object arrived). Utilising a similar methodology, Bootsma and Oudejans (1993) studied observer sensitivity to composite tau in a situation in which two moving objects could approach a common wall through a variety of spatial trajectories. (7) Not only did these experiments provide evidence in favour of the use of composite tau, but performance accuracy was found to be comparable to that of Todd (1981) . We conclude that the relatively poor performance obtained in the present experiments was due to methodological rather than informational differences.
As noted in the discussion of experiment 1b, Gray and Regan (2000b) recently reported that TTC estimates were not affected by the presence of a global flow field, simulating self-motion of the observer, when this peripheral flow field consisted of environmental structures that did not change in optical sizeöin line with the results obtained with the extensionless dots used in the present study and in the studies of Kerzel et al (1999) . When, however, these environmental structures underwent changes in optical size, a substantial effect on the estimates for arrival time of the target object was found, provided that the (task-irrelevant) optical expansion of environmental structure was located close to (5 9 deg away from) the (task-relevant) optical expansion of the target object. Such a situation is akin to what a driver would encounter when approaching a group of slower (eg on a multi-lane highway) or even stationary (eg in a car park) cars, or when a ball would have to be intercepted in the middle of a crowd. As the actions to be undertaken in such situations would necessitate taking into account TTC (and TTP) with respect to several of the surrounding elements involved, it remains unclear at the present time whether observers were able to ignore the action-relevant information provided by the environmental structures presented by (6) Whereas Todd's (1981) experiment 1 is often presented as providing a direct test of the use of the information contained in the relative rate of dilation of the optic angle subtended by the object at the point of observation [ie t(f)], one may wonder how he managed to construct displays that showed two objects simultaneously approaching the point of observation without the two images interfering with one another (given that both grow exponentially with decreasing distance). Inspection of his figure 2 (page 800) reveals that the approaches simulated did in fact not have the centres of the object moving directly toward the point of observation. Rather, the approaches simulated corresponded to trajectories in which the inner lateral edge would collide with the point of observation, with the object centres passing at half an object diameter to the left and right [see Bootsma and Peper (1992) , and Peper et al (1994) for optical analysis of this situation]. Whereas this manipulation does not affect the optical variables in the planar projection used by Todd, it does in the polar projection used here. An alternative to Todd's (1981) solution is provided by having observers compare the present situation to the mean of the set (Regan and Hamstra 1993) . (7) Bootsma and Oudejans (1993) referred to the informational quantity shown in equation (3) as generalised tau. Notwithstanding the fact that equation (3) does indeed allow in some form a generalisation of Lee's (1974) tau, such a designation could be mistaken to suggest that the question of specification of first-order time to contact has been settled once and for all. To avoid this and to stress its higher-order character, the term composite tau seems more appropriate. Gray and Regan (2000b) . More research is thus needed before we can evaluate the contribution of this intriguing finding.
The on-going discussion with respect to the informational support for the perception of first-order TTC and its use in the regulation of movement (Bootsma et al 1997 Heuer 1993; Kim et al 1998; Laurent et al 1996; Tresilian 1991 Tresilian , 1997 Wann 1996) suggests that we clarify our position on a number of issues.
First, it is important to realise that in our view TC 1 is not an approximation of actual time to contact TC. Thus, (composite) tau does not provide approximate information with respect to TC, as Tresilian (1994a) or Kim and Effken (1995) have it. (Composite) tau provides full specification of TC 1 , a temporal relationship that is as real as TC and furthermore has the advantage of not only existing in retrospect but also during the interaction of interest, thus rendering it available (and useful) for the regulation of movement (Bootsma et al 1997; Lee and Young 1985) .
Second, the first-order character of TC 1 not only applies to the magnitude of the current velocity vector, but also to its orientation. Thus, first-order time to contact is the time remaining until contact if current velocity is maintained, both with respect to magnitude and direction. Changes in the magnitude of the velocity vector have been experimentally addressed in psychophysical (eg Bootsma and Oudejans 1993; Kaiser and Hecht 1995) and behavioural studies (Lee and Reddish 1981; Lee et al 1983; Sidaway et al 1989; Tresilian 1994a ). Both types of study have provided evidence in favour of the position that observers and actors do not base their responses and actions on TC. While there does not seem to be undisputed direct evidence in favour of reliance on first-order properties (see Wann 1996 , for a critical review), the present state of affairs does not allow rejecting the hypothesis of use of TC 1 (see Bootsma et al 1997) . (8) As far as we know, the predictions resulting from the use of information about TC 1 have not been experimentally addressed through evaluation of the effects of changes in the orientation of the velocity vector. Bingham (1995) argued that composite tau would not be suitable for the control of grasping because the moving hand does not follow a linear trajectory and Kim et al (1998) insisted on the fact that composite tau does not provide adequate information for objects traveling along a circular path. We suggest that changes in direction be evaluated in the same way as changes in velocity. Circular trajectories are characterised by a constant change in the direction of motion of an object. With respect to the first-order nature of TC 1 such trajectories are therefore comparable to trajectories with a constant rate of change of the magnitude of velocity (ie with a constant acceleration). The arguments in favour of a reliance on TC 1 developed with respect to the impossibility for an observer/actor to know whether current acceleration, current rate of change of acceleration, etc will be maintained (Bootsma et al 1997; Lee and Young 1985) apply in the same way to changes in direction.
As suggested by Bootsma et al (1997) , much of the confusion pervading the on-going debate on tau is due to a lack of distinction between the question whether a particular type of information about TC 1 is used and the question whether (some kind of information about) TC 1 is used; that is to say between the specificator (the informational quantity of interest) and the specificandum (the EAS property of interest). In the previous paragraph we insisted on the potential utility of TC 1 , a first-order property of the EAS. The experimental work reported in the present study does not, of course, address this issue. Taking, for the present purposes, the first-order nature of the EAS (8) Use of information about TC 1 cannot be equated with initiation of some phase of movement at a constant value of TC 1 . The initiate-at-a-constant-value hypothesis not only separates initiation from control during the movement (Bootsma et al 1997) , but has also proven to be untenable in the light of the experimental evidence accumulated (Wann 1996) . Use of information about TC 1 also does not imply that only such information is used (Bootsma et al 1997; Peper et al 1994) .
property of interest (TTP) for granted [see Kaiser and Hecht (1995) for an experimental evaluation of the effects of changes in observer velocity], the present series of experiments sought to identify the informational basis for judgments with respect to this property. We concluded that the results are compatible with composite tau, but not with global tau (Kaiser and Mowafy 1993) or image velocity (Kerzel et al 1999) . How then could this informational quantity be detected?
The formulation of the composite tau invariant as it appears in equation (3) might be taken to suggest that we propose that the local constituent is akin to what Tresilian (1991) labeled local tau of type 1. This is not the case. If anything, results like those obtained by Oudejans et al (1993a Oudejans et al ( , 1993b and Gray and Regan (2000b) lead us to think that local expansion is unlikely to be detected with respect to only two points on the object. For a stationary monocular observer, Tresilian's local tau of type 2 seems to be the more appropriate form, even though the question whether it should be applied to the object as a whole or to some of its visible substructures remains to be answered. Such issues are not without theoretical significance and have direct relevance for the generality of the composite-tau variable. As pointed out by Kaiser and Mowafy (1993) , non-spherical objects will undergo shearing during off-axis approach. For overground locomotion such shearing occurs along the horizontal but not along the vertical dimension. Moreover, real-world objects contain many potentially useful local patches of structure. Thus, the question how the local and global components of composite tau are detected certainly merits further attention.
It is noteworthy that analyses of the information available to a binocular system (Gray and Regan 1998; Heuer 1993; Laurent et al 1996; Tresilian 1993 ) have demonstrated that the local component is not only available in the local expansion pattern, but also in the pattern of change in the binocular parallax angle, which could have been labeled local tau of type 3. Rushton and Wann (1999; Wann et al 1998) have recently proposed an elegant solution to the problem of how the visual system could integrate information detected with respect to local expansion and information detected with respect to changing binocular parallax. Rather than utilising some sort of weighting procedure, their dipole model suggests that the two are combined via a common motion-in-depth stage, naturally leading the system to`choose' the more informative of the two where appropriate. (9) As noted by Wann et al (1998) , there is no conflict between the composite-tau proposal and the dipole model. If further experimentation proves the dipole model to be correct, it would provide a welcome extension of our understanding of the way in which the local component of the composite-tau variable is detected. In this framework, we suggest that two points also merit further attention.
First, the information available to a dual ocular system is in principle also available to an appropriately moving single ocular system, although obviously not on the same time scale. Nevertheless, dynamic monocular viewing has been found to allow successful performance on tasks such as one-handed catching, which requires a high degree of spatiotemporal accuracy (Kossoko and Bootsma 1998; Savelsbergh and Whiting 1992; Von Hofsten et al 1992) . Monocular and binocular viewing differ in the way in which optical structure is sampled, not in the way optical structure is generated. As such, they are but different means of extracting information. A full description of the composite-tau variable should therefore include exploratory movement of the point of observation (with instantaneous öie multiocular samplingöof relevant variables being a special case).
(9) The dipole model holds that TC 1 is detected by extraction of the relative rate of change of the sum of the two relevant angles, that is to say the angle f subtended by the object and binocular parallax angle d. Under the assumption of small angles, this can thus be formalised as:
Second, there is no a priori reason to presume that the global component of composite tau could not be detected through a binocular mechanism. Thus, the informational support needs to be identified and an application of the dipole model needs to be tested with respect to this component as well.
In line with most research on the subject conducted so far, the present series of experiments presented observers with displays generated for a single point of observation. Binocular viewing not only allowed observers to see that the displays were projected on a flat screen, but may also have interfered to some extent with accurate detection of TC 1 because the information provided by the relative rate of change of the binocular parallax angle is not congruent with the information provided by local expansion. Static monocular viewing, being too far removed from the normal mode of operation of the system, leads to a significant decline in performance on perceptuomotor tasks (Kossoko 1998 ) and does not, therefore, provide a viable alternative in our opinion. When presentation of binocular displays is not possible, we suggest that such imperfections are better dealt with by having observers (monocularly) watch the scenes in a closed-loop configuration, with movement of the point of observation being integrated into the display. Finally, an interesting prediction of Wann et al's (1998) dipole model is that performance on the TTP judgment task should benefit from binocular viewing of target points, much in the same way as the present experiments demonstrated that TTP judgments benefited from the presence of local expansion.
With all this in mind, our hypothesis that observers rely on composite tau to perceive the first-order time remaining until a certain event will occur implies nothing more, but also nothing less, than that perception of this property is attained through detection of both global and local components. 
